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leadership binder for the next year’s teen officers. Several teens quickly formed a committee and 
began refining a binder with tabs on every facet of SOYO: initiatives, agendas and schedules, 
communication information, and reports. This binder has helped unify the officers on their mission 
and is another step towards refining communication among officers. 

Monthly Updates 
Continuing in the spirit of greater communication, we vested our NAC secretary to put together a 
monthly update for the officers near the beginning of every month following our monthly NAC SOYO 
conference call. These conference calls have been extremely helpful in keeping everybody up to 
speed on what is happening on the archdiocese level. This facet of communication is a large part of 
why we were able to implement a large project like SOYO Day of Service. Monthly updates also 
helped us remind everybody to keep doing the programs that we usually do, such as the Great 
Friday Vigil, Youth Month, and Special Olympics Awareness Day. 

SOYO Spotlight 
In the spirit of improving officer communication, we have begun a weekly social media spotlight of 
our officers.  Each week, a different officer from a different diocese is highlighted.  A picture of the 
officer is accompanied by a short summary of where they are from, why they joined SOYO, their 
favorite SOYO program, as well as what they enjoy doing during their free time.  The photos are 
posted to Facebook on the NAC SOYO page, Instagram on the @nacsoyo page, and twitter on the 
@nacsoyo page. To follow the SOYO Spotlight, simply go to Facebook or Instagram and search the 
hashtag #SOYOSpotlight to see old spotlights and all the ones to come. 

Antiochian Women 
During the most recent Midwinter Meetings, SOYO joined the Antiochian Women to put together 
their March mailing.  This was the first time the Antiochian Women and SOYO had the opportunity to 
officially work together and it was an exceptional time. The teens greatly appreciated getting to work 
closely with the women, especially because we are always near them but never with them.  We 
hope to continue our collaboration through future projects such as the March mailing, by taking part 
in their programs such as the Widowed Khourias program, and sharing in programs with them on 
the local level.  The Antiochian Women have always supported SOYO and we hope to respond 
through increased collaboration. 

Looking Forward 
As has been described, much work in the past couple years has been dedicated to communication 
and unity within NAC SOYO, which has proved challenging and beneficial. We will continue the 
good work we have done, enhance it, and try to extend it to the Inter-Orthodox community. Talks on 
unity have been going on for some time and never fail to excite the teens. We hope to work towards 
an Inter-Orthodox youth event that drives us forward to greater unity and brotherhood in Christ. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

Jordan Kurzum, NAC Teen SOYO President 

Facebook Pages: https://www.facebook.com/nacteensoyo - https://www.facebook.com/nacsoyo -Twitter: @NacSOYO – 
Instagram: nacsoyo - websites: www.teenSOYO.org – www.SOYO.ngo -   www.antiochian.org/soyo  Join our e-mail list: 
Text SOYO to 22828 


